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JACOBITES
AND FREEMASONS IN
SWEDEN
Esoteric Intelligence and
Exoteric Politics
Maisha Keith Schuchard
For we be brethren of the Rosie Crosse,
We have the Mason word, and second sight,
Things for to come we can foretell aright.
And shall we show what misterie we mean,
In fair acrosticks Carolus Rex is seen.
In the small circle of the brethren that gathered around the
king [Gustaf III] and the duke, more noble objects for our
works occurred.They embraced religion, community with the
underworld, with spirits, politics, morals and alchemy.

A

ccording to conventional Whig historiography, rea/
Freemasonry began in 1717 when four small lodges
' ''V
formed the Grand Lodge of England, dedicated to
Newtonian science. Enlightenment rationalism, and the Hanoverian

' H[enry] Adamson, The Muses Threnodie (Edinburgh: George Anderson, 1638), 31-32.
^ElisS,chs:6da:htim,AnteckningartillKonungGustafIII:sHistorta(^'i:ehio,1851). Schroderheim
was Gustaf Ill's state secretary and fellow Freemason; he recorded this note in 1788;
translation in Andreas Onnerfors, "From Jacobite Support to a Part of the State
Apparatus—-Swedish Freemasonry Between Reform and Revolution," in Franc-mafonnerie et
politique au sieck des lumieres: Europe-Ameriques. Eumieres, 7 (Pessac: Presses universitaires de
Bordeaux, 2006), 219.1 am grateful to Dr. Onnerfors for sending me this important article.
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succession.^ In an official line still maintained today, the eighteenthcentury Masons did not meddle in politics, and there were no Hanover
ian versus Jacobite rivalries.'* This stereotypical version of Masonic
history conveniently ignores the long, documented tradition of
Freemasonry in Scotland (with documents dating back to the 1590s)
and the strong oral and written eighteenth-century tradition that
supporters of the Stuarts carried Scottish-style Freemasonry abroad
during the Interregnum of the 1650s and after the Wilhamite Revolu
tion of 1688.^ Moreover, research into the relation of Scottish and
Swedish Freemasonry reveals an actively political and mystical role for
the Stuart fraternity, which had roots in the 1650s and extended into
the 1790s.'*
This complex relationship can be briefly encapsulated in the story
of the Swedish Tessin family, for their Masonic history spans both
centuries. In 1652 Hans Ewald Tessin, a military architect from
Swedish Pomerania, was initiated into a Masonic lodge in Edinburgh,
while he worked for General Monck during the Cromwellian occupa
tion of Scotland.^ In 1659, when Monck changed sides and marched
the Army of Scotland south to support the restoration of Charles II,
Tessin accompanied him and subsequently entered the service of the
Stuart king. He and his son moved with a royalist regiment to Tangier,
where they worked on the enormous sea mole, considered one of the
greatest architectural achievements of the century. In 1678 another
Swedish architect, Nikodemus Tessin, visited London, where he

' For the standard history, see Robert Freke Gould, Histo^ and Antiquities ofFreemasoniy, 3rd
rev. ed. (1882-87; New York: Yorston, 1951).
''John HatniU, official spokesman for the United Grand Lodge of England, dismissed the
Jacobite-Masonic political role as a "romantic invention," "nonsense," and "just so much
blowing in the wind"; see his article, "The Jacobite Coasxya&cw," ArsOuatuor Coronatorum, 113
(2000); 97-113.
' David Stevenson, The Origins of Freemason^: Scotland's Century (1590-1710) (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1988); Andre Kervella, La Jranc-ma^onnerie ecossaise dans I'ancien
regime: Les annees obscures, 1720-1755 (Paris: Editions Rocher, 1999).
' This article draws upon the extensively detailed documentation in my forthcoming book,
Emanuel Smedenhorg: Secret Agent on Earth and in Heaven.
' Stevenson, Origins, 198. Stevenson speculated that Tessin was Dutch, but he was almost
certainly from the Swedish family of military architects. For the careers of Hans Ewald (also
known as Edouart) and Nikodemus Tessin, see Marsha Keith Schuchard, Restoring the Temple
of Vision: Cabalistic Freemasonry and Stuart Culture (Leiden: BriU, 2002), 513, 571-76, 582,
641-45,717,735.
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showed his drawings to Charles II and Christopher Wren, who were so
impressed that they invited him to join the king's service.® It is possible
that Nikodemus was initiated into a Mason's lodge in London, for his
son Carl Gustaf Tessin reported that his father was proud to call
himself "a Master Mason."® However, Nikodemus poUtely declined the
Stuart invitation and moved on to Rome and the quasi-Rosicrucian
court of Queen Christina and later to Paris and the architecmraUy
ambitious court of Louis XTV. By the time he returned to Sweden, the
Stuart king James VII and II had been deposed by William of Orange,
and many of his supporters had fled abroad—to Sweden as well as to
the Continent.
Over the next decades, the Tessin family would become reposito
ries of Scottish-Jacobite traditions about the political role of Freema
sonry, especially in the Franco-Scottish or Ecossais version developed
by the exiledjacobites. Thus, in 1741 Count Carl Gustaf Tessin—now
Swedish ambassador in Paris—^listened while his Scottish houseguest,
the Chevalier Andrew Michael Ramsay, recounted the role of General
Monck and his Scottish Masonic collaborators in the restoration of
Charles II. An exiled Jacobite and proponent of mystical, chivalric
Ecossais Masonry, Ramsay asserted that the secret plan to restore the
king "had first been spoken and decided in an assembly of Freemasons
because Monck had been a member and was able to bring it to fruition
without incurring the least suspicion."^"In my book. Restoring the EeTTspk
of Vision: Cabalistic Freemasonry and Stuart Culture, I have examined in
detail the context of Monck and his Masonic associates and find that
Ramsay's little-known account does have historical plausibility."
Certainly, Carl Gustaf Tessin and his Swedish Masonic collaborators
believed that Stuart-style Freemasonry should be exploited to further
their domestic political and international diplomatic agendas.'^ Over

® Osvald Siren, Nicodemus Tessin d.y:s studieresor (Stockholm: Norstedt, 1914), vi.
' Due de Luynes, Memoires du due de Luynes surla cour de Louis XL(1735—1758),\1 vols. (Paris;
FirminDidot, 1860), 12:113-14.
Anton Friedrich Biisching, Beytrdie yu derLebensseschichte denkwiirdieerPersonen, 6 vols. (Halle:
J.J. C. Witwe, 1783-89), 6:329.
" Schuchard, Restoring the Temple, Slh-Hb.
Roger de Robelin, "Diejohannis-Freimaurereiin Schweden wahrend des ISJahrhunderts,"
in Gold und Himmelblau: Die Fnimaurerei, Zeitloses Ideal. Turku Regionalmuseum,
Ausstellungskatalog, 15 (Turku/Abo: Koteva Oy, 1993), 29-93. Also, Andreas Onnerfors,
"From Jacobite Support," 203-25.
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the next four years, they would secretly collaborate with their Jacobite
Masonic colleagues in France, Italy, and Russia in a plan to supply
Swedish troops and arms to the Stuart claimant, James VIII and III.
But let's go back the early decades of the eighteenth century, when
the first evidence ofJacobite-Swedish Masonic collaboration emerges.
In 1714 John Erskine, Earl of Mar, abandoned his support of the
Hanoverian successor George I and began to plot for a Stuart
restoration. A brfiliant and innovative architect. Mar had long been
associated with operative Masons in Scodand, where noblemen and
gendemen often joined with artisans in the lodges.He evidentiy
recogmzed the role of Masonic networks in earlier Scottish resistance
movements, and he used his own Masonic connections with the
Scottish Jacobites at the court of Czar Peter, who was reportedly an
initiate himself.^'' Dr. Robert Erskine, the Czar's physician, corre
sponded with his cousin Mar about the Unks established by "the Mason
Word" between the Czar and his Scottish "brother mechanics."^^ Mar
also collaborated with the Swedish ambassador in London, Count Carl
GyUenborg, who had married into an EnglishJacobite family and who
became a lifelong supporter of the Smarts. GyUenborg was a close
friend of Jonathan Swift, who had been associated with Freemasonry
in Ireland, but it is currently unknown if the ambassador was initiated
in England.^® The GyUenborg famUy would later be actively involved
in the fraternity in Sweden. In 1715 the Swedish king Carl XII was

" Margaret Stewart, "Lord Mar's Gardens at Alloa, c. 1700-1732," in John Frew and David
Jones, eds.. Aspects of Scottish Classicism 1690—1750 (University of St. Andrews, Scotland:
Blakeley Milroy,1988), 33-40; Terry Friedman, '"A Palace worthy of the Grandeur of the
King': Lord Mar's Designs for the Old Pretender, 1718-1730," Architectural History, 29(1986),
102-13.
" Tatiana Ossorguine-Bakounine, 14 repertoire biognphique des francs-mofons russes (BruxeUes:
Editions Petropolis, [1940]), 290; also, A.G. Cross, "British Freemasons in Russia during the
Reign of Catherine the Great," 0>ford Slavonic Papers, n.s. 4 (1971), 42; Robert CoUis, "The
Petrine Instauration: Religion, Esotericism, and Science at the Court of Peter the Great,
1689-1725" (Ph.D. Dissertation: Turku University, Finland, 2007).
Robert Paul, ed., hetters and Documents delating to Pobert Erskine, Physician to Peter the Great,
Cs^rofPjiSsia, 1677—1720 (Edinburgh: Scottish History Society, 1904), 408;Steve Murdoch,
"Soldiers, Sailors,Jacobite Spy: Russo-Jacobite Relations 1688-1750," Slavonica 3 (1996-97):
8.
" Marsha Keith Schuchard, "Ramsay, Swift, and theJacobite-Masonic Version of the Stuart
Restoration," in Richard Caron, ed., Esote'risme,gnoses ^ imagincdre ymbolique; melanges offerts d
Antoine Faivre, ed. Richard Caron et al. (Leuven: Peeters, 2001), 491-505.
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convinced by the arguments of Gyllenborg, Baron Georg Heinrich
Gortz (royal advisor and Holstein diplomat), and Count Erik Sparre
(Swedish ambassador in Paris) to contribute Swedish troops for an
invasion of Scotland. The Lutheran monarch was an advocate of
religious toleration, and he believed in the Stuart kings' repeated
statements in support of liberty of conscience, a policy he planned to
implement in his own territories.^^ The Jacobites raised a huge sum of
money, which was given to Baron Gortz to deliver to the Swedish king.
According to Claude Nordmann, the preeminent historian of the
extremely complicated diplomatic and military plotting involved in the
J acobite-Swedish-Russian-French alliance, theleading participants used
Scottish-style Masonic networks for secret communication, fraternal
bonding, and mystical morale-building.^® Jacobite officers allegedly
introduced military Masonry into the Sparre (Swedish) regiment in the
French army. Nordmann's argument receives eightenth-century
reinforcement from the Swedish Mason Elis Schroderheim, state
secretary to King Gustaf III, an enthusiastic Fcossais Mason and
supporter of the Stuarts. Schroderheim recorded that in 1716, Gortz
"wanted to profit from Freemasonry in those plans he intended to
carry through."^^ However, in 1717, the British government intercepted
and published the correspondence of Gyllenborg, Gortz, and their
allies and, in violation of the rules of diplomatic immumty, raided
Gyllenborg's London residence in search of more evidence of the
plot.^° The shocked international outcry eventually led to the release of
the imprisoned ambassador, who returned to Sweden determined to
continue the project to overthrow the Elector "of Hanover. Two

" For James IFs poliqr of religious toleration, see Anne Barbeau Gardiner, "For the Sake of
Liberty of Conscience: Pierre Bayie's Passionate Defense ofJames II," 1650—1850,8 (2003),
235-55. Carl XII's plan to implement a similar policy is revealed in an unpublished letter in
the Linkoping Stiftsbibliotek: MSS. "Bref til A.B. Eric Benzelius den Yngre," V, f. 40. Aubrey
de la Motraye to Eric Benzelius (Gothenburg, 21 May 1716).
" Claude J. Nordmann, La crise du Nond au debut du XVIIIe Stick, Bibliotheque d'histoire du
droit et droit romain, 7 (Paris, 1962), 10,152-53, and Grandeur etUbertedela Suede, 1660—1792
(Paris: Beatrice-Neuwelaerts, 1971), 199, 424. Also, Stanislaus Mnemon, La conspiration du
Cardinal Alberoni, la jranc-mofonnerie, et Stanislas Poniatowski (Cracovie, 1909), 60-67.
" SzhsoA&th.tmi, Anteckningar, 81.
^ Letters which Passed between the Count Gyllenborg, the Barons Gortt(, Sparre and Others Pelating to a
Design of Pausing a Pebellion in his Mcpesty's Dominions to be Suppported kg a Force from Sweden
(London, 1717); also, Daniel Defoe [attributed]. An Account of the Swedish and Jacobite Plot
(London: S. Popping, J. Harrison and A. Dodd, 1717).
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Masonic scholars suggest that it was the Masonic component of the
Swedish-Jacobite plot that led the Hanoverian Whigs to found the
Grand Lodge of England in 17173'
In late 1718 the Jacobites were devastated when Carl XII was
killed ("by a dubious hand") in Norway, from where he had planned to
launch his invasion of Scotland3^ The king had not named a successor,
though it was well known that he preferred his elder sister's son, Carl
Fredrik, Duke of Holstein, over his younger sister's husband, Fredrik
of Hesse. Moving quickly, the anti-Holstein forces chose the younger
sister, Ulrika Fleonora, as Queen; she then abdicated and named her
husband as successor. King Fredrik I. In a show trial, Gortz was
summarily condemned and then executed, but his Holstein assistant
Georg Fckleff managed to escape, allegedly carryingwith him Masonic
documents that his son would later remrn to Sweden.^^ In a controver
sial book, the nineteenth-century Swedenborgian Freemason Samuel
Beswick claimed that the Hessian party then broke up the Masonic
encampments in Carl XII's army, and there is no surviving evidence of
Masonry in Sweden in the 1720s.^'' Supporters of the Holstein claimant
to the throne became known as the Carolinians, and they would play
a Jacobite role in Swedish politics over the next decades.
While the 1720s remain a Masonic void in Swedish history, they
were years of significant political developments and bitter rivalries
within Jacobite and Hanoverian Masonic history. In May 1722 in Paris,
the Duke of Mar got permission from James III to establish "a new
military order of knighthood" in Scodand, to be called "the restoration

J. R. Clarke, "Establishment of the Premier Grand Lodge: Why in London and Why in
1717?," ArsQuatuor Coronalorum, 81 (1968), 1-7; Douglas Vieler, "As It Was Seen—and As
2iS" ArsQuatuorCoronatomm, 96 (1983), 83.
Bodleian Library, Carte MSS: 231, £22-23. Thomas Carte's notes on his conversation with
Robert Leslie (19 April 1725) about Carl XII's invasion plans.Also, Nordmann, Grandeur, 200;
Michael Roberts, "The Dubious Hand: the History of a Controversy," in his Oxenstiema to
CharksXII (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 144—203.
^ Schrdderheim, Anteckningar, 81; Grand Lodge London, typescript: Arvid Lindman, Ait
Outline of the History and Organie^ation of Freemasonry in Sweden (Stockholm, 1932), 6.
Samuel Beswick, The Swedenborg Tdte and the Great Masonic Leaders of the Eighteenth Gentu^
(New York: Masonic Publishing Co., 1870), 183-92. This work is a perplexing mix of
important factual material with undocumented claims.
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order.The aim was to restore to Scotland "its ancient military
spirit," and to reward "the chiefs of the clans" who "act heartily in our
service."
It Is currently unknown if this Order included Masonic
elements, but certainly Mar, who worked closely with his fellow
Freemason Chevalier Ramsay, was interested in chivakic as well as
architectural and military themes. As we shall see, two decades later,
Scottish Masons would refer to Mar as the late Grand Master of "the
ancient chivalry of the Temple of Jerusalem."^^
In June 1722 in London, the Jacobite Masons managed a short
lived coup, when the crypto-Jacobite Duke of Wharton was elected
Grand Master of the Grand Lodge.^® However, with the exposure of
the Atterbury plot in 1723 and the arrest of its chief, the Whigs
regained control of the Grand Lodge, and Wharton began to plan his
flight from England. In the meantime, he developed a mock-Masonic
fraternity, the Gormogons, which challenged the Whig Masons and
which developed ties with Ramsay and Jacobites abroad. An embit
tered and paranoid Atterbury was banished to the Continent, where he
concluded that Mar had betrayed him (a conclusion increasmgly
questioned by modem' scholars), and he convinced James to exclude
Mar from the king's business.^" In late 1724 Atterbury and his allies
also made the position of Ramsay as tutor to the four year-old Stuart
prince, Charles Edward, so uncomfortable that he insisted on

^ Stuart Erskine, ed., "The Earl of Mar's Legacies to Scodand to his Son, Lord Erskine,"
Publications of the Scottish Historical Socie^, 26 (1896), 206—15.
Windsor, Royal Archives: Stuart Papers, 65/39.1 quote from the microfilm version.
J. E. S. Tuckett, "Dr. Begemann and the Alleged Templar Chapter at Edinburgh in 1745,"
Ars Quatuor Coronatorum, 33 (1920), 44.
^ Alfred Robhins, "The Earliest Years of English Organized Freemasonry," Ars Quatuor
Coronatorum, 22 (1911), 76-77; Boniface Oinophilus Penri Albert de Sallengre], Ebrietatis
Encomium: or, the Praise of Drunkenness, [introd. and trans! attributed to Robert Samber]
(London: E. Cutll, 1723; facs. rpt. New York, 1910), 82.
^ The Daily Post (3September 1724), The Plain Dealer (14 September 1724). Gould, Histoy,III,
129-30; and "Masonic Celebrities: the Duke oiSfJhaxton, ArsQuatuor Coronatorum, 8 (1895),
122-23; Sergio Plane and Ippolito Spadafora, LaMassoneria a Pisa (Foggia: Bastogi, 2006), 39.
'Wharton's correspondence in the unpublished Stuart Papers makes clear that he was a loyal
Jacobite, even when playing a public Whig role; his dissimulation was approved by James
"HI."
Eveline Cruickshanks and Howard Erskine-Hill, The Atterbury Plot (London: Palgrave
Macmdlan, 2004), 226.
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returning to Paris.^^ However, Mar and Ramsay retained a great deal
of support in Scotland and France, especially among Scottish and Irish
exiles. In the face of Atterbury's anti-Scottish, anti-Catholic, and antiFrench prejudices. Mar "noted how necessary it is for the Scots and
Irish to be well together," and "they ought to look on one another as
brothers."^'^ Thus, it was no coincidence that in 1725 many of these
"Celtic" exUes organized in Paris the St. Thomas lodge, named after the
Catholic saint Thomas a Becket, who found refuge in France.^^
At this point, renewed links between the Jacobites and Swedish
Carolinians began to emerge. In 1716 in Paris, Wharton had collabo
rated with Ambassador Sparre, who helped him encipher his secret
correspondence, and in 1724 he received Swedish intelligence from
Charles Caesar, a confidant of GyUenborg.^'^ In 1725 Wharton left
England, carrying Masonic documents with him, and traveled to
Vienna, where he solicited the Emperor's support for the Stuart
cause.^^ Also visiting Vienna was Carl Gustaf Tessin, who mixed in
Jacobite circles and who indignantly refused an English bribe to spy on
them.^^ In 1728, when Wharton served as Grand Master of the French
lodges, Tessin visited Paris, where he reported to General Arthur
DUlon and Colonel Daniel O'Brien, both initiates, that the Swedish
estates had agreed to repay the "Debt of Goertz," but that PCing
Fredrik I was presently incapable of raising the funds.^^ Tessin and the
Carolinians offered to reimburse the Jacobites with troops and

Stuart Papers, 78/132; Pauline McLynn, "Factionalism Among the Exiles in France: the
Case of Chevalier Ramsay and Bishop Atterhury," Kojai Stuart Papers, 33 (Huntingdon: Royal
Stuart Society, 1989), 3-14.
Maurice Bruce, "The Duke of Mar in Exile, 1716-1732," Transactions of the Pityal Historical
Sociep, 4th s., 20 (1937), 169,171.
Pierre ChevaUier, La premiere profanation du temple mapnnique (Paris: Librairie Philosophique
J. Vrin, 1968)jl8-23; Edward T. Corp, ed., Lord Burlington: The Man and Politics. Questions of
Loyalty (Lewiston: Edward Mellen, 1998), 10-11, 20-21.
^ Lewis MelviUe [pseud.]. The Life and Writings of PhiUp, Duke of Wharton (London and New
York: John Lane, 1912), 52-53, 63; Smart Papers, 83/96.
Wharton's Masonic documents were later used and modified by the Grand Master Hector
Maclean; see Alain Bernheim's additional note to PaulTunbtidge, "The Climate of European
Freemasonry, 1730 to 1750," ArsQuatuor Coronatorum, 81 (1968), 120.
Smart Papers, 97/98; Sigrid Leijonhufvud, ed., Carl Gustaf Tessins Dagbok, 1748-1752
(Stockholm, 1915), 58.
Pierre ChevaUier, Les dues sous I'acacia: ou, les premiers pas de la franc-ma^onnerieJranfaise, 17251743 (Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1964), 214; Walfrid Hoist, Carl Gustaf Tessin, en
ffand seigneurfrdnXVlll (Stockholm: H. Geber, [1936]), 112-14; Smart Papers: 234/128.
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weapons instead. Over the next decades, this repeated offer would fuel
Jacobite hopes for a successful military campaign against the Hanover
ian regime.
Though Mar was officially excluded fromjames's negotiations, his
close friend Ramsay undertook a daring mission to England in March
1729, where he planned to publish an expanded version of his Masonic
novel, The Travels of Cyrus, and to recruit sympathetic "brothers" to his
mystical and chivalric themes.^^ In June he was followed by his friend
Charles RadcUffe, a founder of the St. Thomas lodge in Paris, whose
older brother James Radcliffe, third Earl of Derwentwater, had been
executed for his role in the 1715 rising. Ramsay greatly admired both
RadcUffes, and he described James as "a martyr to Royalism and
Catholicism," who had planned to restore Stuart-style Freemasonry
"upon its ancient footing."^^ The attainted Charles Radcliffe secretly
metwithJohnByrom, heterodox Mason, GrandMaster ofthe Cabala
Club," and director of the Jacobite "network of espionage" between
Manchester and Scotland.'^® In a later pamphlet, the Whig author
claimed that "ca. 1730" RadcUffe began frequently to visit England
incognito, using the name "Johns" and sowing seeds of rebellion, even
worse, "the secrets of government" were thus betrayed to the
enemy.'"*'
In December 1729, while Ramsay was stiU in London, the
Jacobites achieved another Masonic coup, when the crypto-Jacobite
Thomas Howard, eighth Duke of Norfolk, was named Grand Master

Albert Cherel, Un adveniurier reli^eux au
Steels: Andre-Mtclfel
(Paris: Perrin,
1926), 47,163-70.
ChevaUier, Les dues, 216. For the Radcliffes' early Masonic associations, see W. E. Moss,
"Freemasonry in France, MlS-M'bSg ArsQuatuor Coronatorum, 47 (1934), ICQ, 105-9; Leo
Gooch, The Desperate Faction? The Jacobites of North-East England (Hull: Hull University Press,
1995), passim.
Joy Hancox, TheQueen's Chameleon: The Life of John Byrom (London: Jonathan Cape, 1994),
79, 81,98.
Anon., A Sketch of the Life and Character of Mr. Rateliffe (London: T. Gardner, 1746), 19.
Radcliffe was then in the Tower, awaiting execution. The British ministry's resident spy in
Italy, Baron Phillip von Stosch (code name "John Walton") sent steady reports on Radcliffe's
activities from Jidy 1727 through June 1736. On 2 August 1732, he confirmed that Radcliffe
had already visited England twice since his escape from Newgate (in 1716) "without being
discovered," and he now has a "desperate resolution" to make another "clandestine trip."
Stosch's report in National Archives, Kew: State Papers 98/32, f. 420.
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of the Grand Lodge4^ Norfolk's Catholic family had long been
associated with Freemasonry, and he had been a close friend of James
Radcliffe; the duke was "out" in the 1715 and implicated in the
Atterbury Plot, which led him to play a public role of Hanoverian
loyalty while secretiy contributing to the Stuart cause.'^^ Norfolk was
named as Grand Master by his predecessor, James King, 4th Baron
Kingston, who came from an Irish-Catholic Jacobite family and who,
despite his public stance of Anglican loyalty, was still suspected of
Stuart sympathies.''^ Thus, in March 1730, when Ramsay was initiated
into the Horn Lodge, which included many government placemen, he
probably knew that Norfolk, also a member, planned to erect a new
lodge that month, which recruited a predominantly Jacobite member
ship (including James Webb, brother-in-law of the executed James
Radcliffe, and Sir David Threipland, close friend of Charles
RadcUffe)."'
These clandestine but effective Masonic moves shed new light on
the Jacobite outreach to Sweden during this period. In winter 1729—30
in Paris, the Ecossais Masons initiated three young Swedish noblemen.
Counts Nils Bielke, Johan Sack, and Gustaf Horn, whose closely
related families had earlier Jacobite ties and who were ardent Carolin
ians.''^ In April 1730 the Swedes were joined by their kinsman Axel
Stuart Papers, 83/89. Norfolk's name appears on the list of Jacobite peers sent by Wharton
to the Stuart court in 1725; he regularly donated money to and secretly communicated with
James "III." See Paul Fritz, The English Ministers andJacobiiism Between theBehellionsof1715 and
1745 (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 1975), 160; Paul Kieber Monod, Jacobiiism and the
English People, 1688-1788 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 134.
James Anderson, the anti-Jacobite Masonic historian claimed that Norfolk's ancient
"progenitor," the Earl of Arundel, served as Grand Master in 1635; see his Constitutions of the
Freemasons (1723) and (1738) (Facs. rpt; Abingdon: Burgess, 1976), 99. Robert Gould reports
that in 1747 a military lodge in Scotland called "the Duke of Norfolk's Mason Lodge" claimed
a foundation date of 1685; see his Military Eodges: the Apron and the Sword (London: Gale &
Polden and Aldershot, 1899), 40.
''^Anderson, Constitutions (1738), 124—25; Sean Murphy, "Irish Jacobitism and Freemasonry,"
Eighteenth-Century Ireland, 9 (1984) 79-82.
Walter K. Firminger, "The Members of the Lodge at the Bear and Etitosuf Ars Quatuor
Coronatorum, 48 (1935), 104—13.
^ Eero Ekman, Highlightsof MasonicLife in NordicCountries (Helsinki, 1994), 271—ll',R. Robelin,
"DieJohannis-Fraumererei," 27,32-35. Bielke would later convert to Catholicism andreceive
a French pension as Louis XVs intelligencer in Rome, where he became a Senator and close
friend ofJames "III,"whom he supported in secretJacobite-Swedish projects; see Schuchard,
"Jacobite and Visionary: the Masonic Journey of Emanuel Swedenborg," Ars Quatuor
Coronatorum, 115 (2003), 39, 43-44.
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Wrede Sparre, who was the brother-in-law of Tessin and who was
warmly welcomed by the Jacobite friends of his late father, Ambassa
dor Eric Sparre, who had earlier worked with GyUenborg and Gortz on
the Swedish-Jacobite plot Within this context, an unusual gesmre by
the English Grand Master Norfolk takes on a new significance. On 29
December 1730, while traveling in Italy, Norfolk arranged for the
purchase of a "handsome Sword of State" to "be used by the Head
Lodge at their Making.'"*® The famous sword had been used by the
great Swedish warrior king, Gustavus Adolphus, and was believed by
many Swedes to possess magical military powers. Thus, it was an
appropriate emblem of the revived, secret ties between Jacobite and
Carolinian Masons, which were further strengthened by the initiation
of Wrede Sparre into the St. Thomas lodge on 4 May 1731.
When news reached Paris of the death ofWharton in Spain (on 31
May 1731), the Grand Mastership was passed on to Sir Hector
Maclean, a former protege of Mar and current collaborator with
Ramsay.'*® Maclean had many relatives in the Swedish port city of
Gothenburg, where his ancestors had a long, intertwined ScottishSwedish history, and he would propose various Jacobite-Swedish
enterprises over the next decades.®" It was apparently Maclean who
presided over the elevation of Wrede Sparre to the second degree in
November 1731. Then, in December, the spirits of the EcossaisMasons
were lifted when Charles Radcliffe inherited the family title, thus
becoming the 5th Earl of Derwentwater in the Jacobite peerage. With
Jacobites gaining two Grand Masterships, in Paris and London, and
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with Derwentwater's aristocratic elevation, the Ecossais Masons were
becoming a force to be reckoned with.
According to the German Masonic historian Findel, Wrede Sparre
then travelled to Italy, where he contacted Jacobite Masons.®^ He could
thus have learned about the mock-chivalric Order of Toboso, which
had been founded by the Keith brothers in Spain in 1726 and which
collaborated with the Masonic lodge founded by Wharton in Madrid.^^
In 1731 the Order was expanded to Italy by George Keith, the
attainted Earl Marischal of Scodand. It was composed of activist
Masons who hoped to influence the development of the young Smart
princes, who were initiated and honored as patrons of Toboso.
Employing the Masonic traditions of Grand Master, lodge meetings,
emblematic jewehy, and chivalric rimals, Toboso served as a kind of
pre-Masonic training camp for the boys, while not alarming their
cautious father. But the frivolous facade covered a serious political
purpose, and the Knights of Toboso made up an international network
of initiates which stretched from Spain and Italy to Russia, where
Marischal's brotherJames Keith established a Masonic lodge as well as
a chapter of Toboso.
It seems certain that the Order of Toboso was the inspiration for
the Swedish Order of Awazu och Wallasis, a strikingly similar mockorder of chivalry with strong Masonic themes. Established in January
1732, whenjohan Sack and Gustaf Horn had remrned from Paris, the
secret Order included Carl Gustaf Tessin and other supporters of the
Holstein-Jacobite cause.^^ Like the Tme Knights of Toboso, the
Swedish brethren called themselves chevaliers and yearned for the
remrn of the golden ages of Gustavus Adolphus and Carl XII. They
claimed to have inherited mystical "arcana" from their fathers, which
would lead to the regeneration of Sweden. Their slogan was "Faith and
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Honesty," which drew on the Jacohite code word "honest," denoting
loyalty and discretion. Their poetic language and festive gatherings
cloaked a serious political purpose, and at the turbulent Diet of 1732,
Tessin and the brethren pushed through a measure to make the Duke
of Holstein a crown prince and thus eligible for the Swedish succes
sion. In Rome and Paris, the Jacobites were delighted at this news and
increased their overtures to Holstein officials.^'*The Awazu knights also
supported the effort of Carl Gyllenborg to break Sweden out of the
Hanoverian alliance, by which the Swedish government had cooperated
with Prime Minister Walpole's Whig agenda in England and with
Cardinal Fleury's pacifist policies in France.^^
Back in Paris,in early1733 Wrede Sparre was elevated to the third
Master's degree, and other Swedes were privately recruited.^^ On
Wrede Sparre's return to Stockholm in April 1734, he "along with
many other Swedish aristocrats who had received their Masonic de
grees in Paris" became members of Awa2u och Wallasis, and the secret
fraternity drummed up support for a new Jacobite-French alliance in
the Diet of 1734.^^ However, their military ambitions were thwarted by
Chancellor Arvid Horn, who played the Whig role of Robert Walpole
in Swedish politics. Wrede Sparre then decided that Ecossais Freema
sonry would prove a more effective vehicle for political reform, and he
convinced Tessin of its feasibility. In January 1735 Tessin wrote his
wife about a new initiative by Wrede Sparre, who "wants to establish
in Stockholm a Masonic lodge on the French model and thus introduce
among us that ancient, mysterious, and humanitarian society. Though
the name is known to many, it remains in effect a secret to the public.
Our friends in Awazu are bewitched, and our dear brother demands
ardently that I become associated with this enterprise."^® Tessin then
cautioned his wife to keep this "entre nous!"
According to an account written by the future Grand Master, Carl
Frederick Scheffer, there had been many Swedish Freemasons
scattered across Europe before 1735, but they had to act with extreme
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circumspection, until Axel Wrede Sparre became "the first to reunite
our dispersed brethren."^® On 7 March 1735 Wrede Sparre initiated
Tessin in his St.John's lodge, using Swedish translations of the English
rituals brought by Wharton to France. Tessin wrote that he would be
further "advanced in the Royal Art," and in April he was made a
Master Mason. The Carolinian-Holstein partisans now became known
as "the Hats," in reference to the gallant French tri-cornered hat, while
their opponents were derided as "the Caps," timid old men in
nightcaps. By 1736, as more Swedes were initiated in Paris, the Swedish
and Jacobite Masons were developing effective political and diplomatic
networks, which were extremely difficult for Walpole's Hanoverian
spies to penetrate, despite his own initiation into Whig Masonry and his
establishment of rival lodges in France and Italy
On 26 December 1736 Chevalier Ramsay delivered an oration to
the Jacobite lodge in Paris, in which he traced the history of
Freemasonry from the ancient KabbalisticJews through the crusading
Knights of the Temple and their descendants in France, Scotland, and
the British Isles.A copy of his oration was sent by request to the
Stuart princes in Rome, who were "eager to learn the secret history of
Freemasonry," and to the Duke of Ormonde and two hundred leading
Jacobites in Europe.®^ One day later, on 27 December, Derwentwater
was elected Grand Master, and it seemed that his older brother's dream
of reviving"ancient" Stuart Freemasonry would be fulfilled. Among his
new initiates were Baron Gortz, eldest son of Carl XII's chief diplomat,
and Baron Scheffer, who was sent to Paris as an agent of the Hat
party.^^ Scheffer received from Derwentwater three St. John's degrees
and two "Ecossais" higher degrees.®'^
Also arriving in Paris in autumn 1737 was Carl Johan Cronstedt,
a young Swedish architect, who had recently joined the Jacobite lodge
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in Rome.^^ A protege of Carl Gustaf Tessin, Cronstedt traveled to Italy
in November 1735, when upon "the recommendation of France," he
secretly held "a long audience" with James
On 26 February
1736 he joined the lodge which met at the "Three Kings" and which
included important members of the Stuart court. As the nephew of
Carl Cronstedt, the most brilliant of Carl XII's military engineers, it
seems certain that Carljohan also met Prince Charles Edward Stuart,
who was currendy undergoing arduous traitiing to learn Swedish
military techniques in order to emulate his hero, the late "Lion of the
North."
In September 1737 Derwentwater prepared a patent for Scheffer
to establish closely linked Emsais lodges in Sweden. Following his late
brother's plan to restore Freemasonry "upon its ancient footing," he
considered his lodges "an order of chivalry."^^ In the Swedish charter,
the Grand Master stressed that he represented "this very Illustrious and
very Ancient Society of Free Masons in the Realm of France.
However, because of the anti-Jswish ordinances passed by Chancellor
Horn and the Cap party, Scheffer asked Derwentwater to change the
traditional ecumenical wording and to make the Swedish system
exclusively Christian.'^® Ironically, over the next years, Swedish Masons
would develop degrees of Christian Kabbalism, in which Jewish
esoteric lore played a central role.
In 1738 the Hats finally defeated the Caps and took control of the
government, with Carl GyUenborg—Walpole's hete noire—assuming the
Chancellorship. Three years later, when Carl Gustaf Tessin served as
Swedish ambassador in Paris, he and his Hat friend Olof DaUn spent
much time with Ramsay, and on DaUn's return to Stockholm he
commissioned a Swedish translation of Ramsay's Masonic novel. The
Travels of CjrusJ^ The Swedish system was soon infused with Ramsay's
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chivalric mysticism and, while Tessin learned from Ramsay about
General Monck's Masonic strategy, it seemed clear that the high
degrees could provide spiritual and political inspiration for those
Ecossais knights who prepared for the arduous, armed struggle ahead.
In 1744 General James Keith, now commander of the occupying
Russian troops in Sweden, opened a special lodge in Stockholm, which
worked closely with Wrede Sparre's lodge and gave Scots master's
degrees.^^ The members kept Carl Gustaf Tessin, currently undertaking
a diplomatic and Masonic initiative in Copenhagen, informed about
their collaboration with Keith. In March a private meeting was held at
the ailing Carl GyUenborg's residence,where Keith and severalJ acobite
Hats (recorded as "Chevaliers de ses Ordres") worked out a rationale
for keeping the Russian troops on a war-footing in Sweden.^^ The
Swedish historian Goran Behre argues that Keith secretly planned to
use these soldiers in a Jacobite-Swedish-Russian invasion of Scotland,
when he received the command from his brother, Marischal Keith,
then in France.^^ However, a suspicious Czarina recalled him to Russia,
and the Knights of Toboso were not able to tilt at that dangerous
windmill.
Though the Keith brothers were Scottish Freemasons, their use
of the fraternal networks was mainly for pragmatic communication
purposes. Other Ecossais Masons had mystical as well as practical
motives for their participation in the higher degrees. Since 1738
reports had appeared in the popular press that these new Freemasons
were trying to revive the Knights Templar; even worse, they were using
Kabbalistic and Hermetic techniques to build their power.^'^ And,
indeed, many of the freres illumines did smdy Kabbalistic Unguisticnumerical transpositions to enhance their coding techniques; they
experimented with Rosicrucian alchemy to increase their military and
political funds; they drew upon Scottish and Swedish traditions of
second sight to predict military success or failure; they practiced
physiognomical readings of face and body expressions to determine
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hidden motivations or deceptions; and they attempted telepathic mind
reading to gather information from the living and the dead7^ During
this so-called Age of Enlightenment, nearly every European
ruler—skeptical or credulous—employed occult practitioners in the
hopes of gleaning extra intelligence, much like our own CIA and Ml 5
agents who experimented with parapsychology and LSD for the same
purposes.
In the eighteenth century, the secret agent equipped with occult
knowledge or psychic gifts was especially valued and often occupied a
high, though hidden position within his court. A striking example is
the Swedish scientist-theosopher Emanuel Swedenborg, who employed
all these techniques of "esoteric intelligence" while serving the Jacobite
Hats as a terrestrial and celestial secret agent.^® In 1744 Swedenborg
was stationed in Holland, where on April 5 he recorded in the peculiar
(coded?) language of his dream diary his initiation into the Jacobite
high degrees:
I was first brought into association with others—I was
bandaged [blindfolded] and wrapped in wonderful and
indescribable courses and circles—I was inaugurated
[initiated] in a wonderful manner. And then it was said. Can
any Jacobite be more than honest?" So at last I was received
with an embrace....It was a mystical series.''^
On 19 April he recorded his collaborative "work" to "bring in a
chest...just as it was a long work at Troy...it was thus gotten in as
conquered"; the editor Van Dusen notes that the Trojan horse
contained weapons and soldiers who opened the enemy gates and
allowed the town to be conquered.^® At this time, the Jacobite-Hat
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Masons were indeed arranging the shipment from Holland of Swedish
troops and cannons to Scotland/®
In June 1745, while Swedenborg lived in virmal incognito in
London, he used the kind of Scripmral quotations currently employed
in Jacobite codes, as he expressed the Hats' dream that "Scottish
Charles" would successfully implement the Stuart restoration planned
by "Swedish Charles." In an emotional, messianic manuscript, he
echoed Ramsay's mUlenarian-Masonic themes and made politically
provocativeJacobite-Jewish allusions:"Jova hath called me...a servant,
to bring to him the Jacobites"; "that he hath redeemed the Jacobite,
and will deliver him from prison—I will gather thee from the west and
east. I will command the north, that it give up"; "the splendour of Jova
came into the temple by way of the gate looking to the east—he showed
the place of the throne—The prince he shall settle in the
sanctuary—^The northern gate"; "And afterward, returning from the
places of exUe, they shall buUd up Jerusalem gloriously; and therein
shall be built a temple, a splendid stmcture which shall endure for
everlasting ages."®°
In July 1745 Swedenborg sensed that he was "on thin ice" in
London, and he suddenly left for Sweden. But his prediction of the
rebuilt Temple soon took on a peculiar resonance, and it sheds new
light on a controversial tradition, which was long believed by Swedish
Freemasons. The story evidently reached Sweden from Magnus
Wilhelm Armfelt and other Swedish soldiers, who marched with Prince
Charles Edward Stuart after he landed in Scotland in August 1745 until
the terrible defeat at CuUoden in April 1746.®^ In a letter sent from
Edinburgh on 30 September 1745, the Duke of Perth wrote to Lord
Ogilvie about a secret ceremony in Holyrood Palace:
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It is truly a proud thing to see our Prince again in the
Palace of his Fathers, with all the best blood of Scotland
around him he is much beloved of all souls, and we cannot
fail to make pestilent England smoke for it...on Tuesday last
there was a solemn chapter of the ancient chivalry of the
Temple of Jerusalem, held in the audience room. Not more
than ten Knights were present, for since my lord of Mar
demitted the office of G Master, no general meeting has been
called, save in your own North Convent, our Noble Prince
looked most gallantly in the white robe of the order, took his
Profession like a worthy Knight, and after receiving the
congratulations of all present, did vow that he would restore
the Temple higher than it was in the days of William the
Lyon. Then my Lord Athol did demit as Regent, and his R1
Highness was elected G Master, 1 write you knowing how
you love the order.®^
After the Jacobite defeat, Magnus Wilhelm Armfeldt returned to his
Swedish regiment, and Lord Ogilvie fled to Gothenburg, where he was
welcomed by the Swedish Masons who also tried to send a rescue
mission for the Smart prince.®®
That Charles Edward did become the timlar Grand Master of the
Royal Order of Ecossais Masonry, in collaboration with the Duke of
Clermont, Grand Master of France, is documented in French and
English correspondence in the 1760s and 70s.®'' But nowhere was the
belief in his Grand Mastership stronger than in Sweden. In the 1770s,
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King Gustaf III and his brothers, the Dukes of Soudermania and
Ostrogothia, who had been molded as royalist Masons by Tessin and
Scheffer, corresponded with Charles Edward, and they affirmed his
role as chief of the Templar Order.®^ In 1776 Ostrogothia visited the
prince in Italy and received from him a patent naming the Swedish
duke "his Vicar in all the Lodges in the North."®® WhUe Charles
Edward stonewalled rival German claimants to the Templar system, he
seemed to consider the Swedish royals his legitimate "brothers."®^
Seven years later, in aummn 1783, Gustaf traveled to Florence,
accompanied by Magnus WiUielm Armfelt's son, Gustaf Mauritz
Armfelt, and he spent much time with the Stuart prince. Did they
discuss the prince's participation in the Templar ceremony in Holyrood
Palace during the rising of 1745? According to Gustaf s secretary
Schroderheim, the king's main motive was "the re-establishment of the
sancmary," and he "worked on mysteries with the Pretender in order
to raise the temple of Jemsalem."®® The debilitated Prince Charles was
flattered by Gustaf s reverent attitude towards him, and he gave the
Swedish king a certificate naming him successor to the Grand
Mastership of the Masonic Order of the Temple in the event of his
death.
Horace Mann, the British ambassador in Florence, privately
mocked "the Duke of Vandalmania" and his brother Gustaf III, and
he was puzzled by their Masonic transactions, which he described to
his colleague John Udny, consul in Leghorn:
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His Swedish Majesty has.. .taken other steps, which though
they may appear ludicrous, are not less certain. It is supposed
that when the Order of the Templars was suppressed and the
Individuals were persecuted, some of them secreted
themselves in the High Lands of Scotland and that from
them, either arose, or that they united themselves to the
Society of Free Masons, of which the Kings of Scotland were
supposed to be Hereditary Grand Masters. From this
Principle the present Pretender has let himself be persuaded
that the Grand Mastership devolved to him, in which quality
in the year 1776, He granted a Patent to the Duke of
Ostrogothica (who was then here) by which he appointed
him his Vicar of all the Lodges in the North, which that
Prince some time after resigned as many of the Lodges in
those parts for want of authentick proofs, refused to
acknowledge the pretended Hereditary Succession to that
Denomination: Nevertheless the King of Sweden during his
stay here obtained a Patent from the Pretender in due form
by which He has appointed His Swedish Majesty his
Coadjutor and Successor to the Grand Mastership of all the
Lodges in the North, on obtaining which the French
Gentleman [Mann's spy] whom I have often mentioned in
my late letters, assured me that the King expressed the
greatest joy.®'
Mann went on to describe Gustaf Ill's plan to solicit funds from the
Templar Masons to support their Stuart Grand Master. He also noted the
continuing negotiations of Baron von Wachter in favor of the rival
German Masons. However, for a forty-three year diplomatic resident of
Florence and a former member of the English-Whig lodge there, Mann
revealed an astonishing ignorance about developments in Fcossais
Freemasonry. In concluding his report to Udny, he wrote:
I must own that I never thought that the Society of Free
Masons was looked upon in Germany to be of such importNationalTVrchives, Kew. FO 79/3,ff. 392-93. Mann to Udny (30 December1783). Partially
published in I. Sieveking, Memoir, 329-30. For the "Vandalmania" sneer, see Alice Shield,
Henty Stuart, Cardinal of York and His Times (London; Longmans, Green, 1908), 240.
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ance, as to excite the ambition of two such Princes to be d;
the head of them, and more especially in virtue of a
Substimtion void of the least power in the person who
grants it, nor should I give credit to it if I had not the best
authority for every circumstance of what is herein related.

It seems that the intense secrecy maintained by theJacobites and
their Swedish supporters had been so successful that this master
intelligencer for successive British Secretaries of State had the Masonic
wool (and apron) puUed over his eyes.'" Even Mann's disreputable
colleague. Baron von Stosch, also a Whig Freemason in Florence, could
not penetrate the clandestineJacobite lodge in Rome. Though Stosch
reported on the Swedish Count Cronstedt's secret visits to James
Smart, he was unaware of the latter's visit to the Roman lodge— and,
apparently, even of the existence of the lodge.'^ Fie reported on the
Jacobite intrigues in Rome by the Swedish Count Nils Bielke, who
attempted to revive the plot of Goertz in 1738—39, but he was not
aware of Bielke's Ecossais affiliation.®^ He followed Charles Radcliffe's
every move, but he never recorded his clandestine Masonic initiatives,
which brought the Ecossais high degrees to Sweden.
When the notionger "bonnie" Prince CharHe passed away in 1788,
Stosch had been dead for thirty-one years and Mann for two, so these
veteran spies were not available to report on the consummation of the
Swedish Jacobites' long-held Masonic dream. Gustaf III sent a Swedish
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royal messenger to Florence to collect the Grand Master's patent from
Charles Edward's natural daughter Charlotte, now called the Duchess
of Albany.®^ He hoped to arrange a marriage between Charlotte and the
Duke of Ostrogothia, but her death some months later thwarted his
attempt to preserve the Stuart royal blood line.®'^ Despite the scoffing
of English diplomats and later Whig historians, the Swedish king
believed that by assuming the Grand Mastership of the Masonic Order
of the Temple, he was fulfilling an ancient Scottish-Swedish tradition.
And, as new documents emerge from international diplomatic, royal,
and Masonic archives, we face a surprising possibility—he may have
been right.
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